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IntroduictIoi

"The Soviet Union emerged from the Russian Civil War united under
Lenin's Bolshevik Party but facing immense problens of reconstructing
national institutions to suit a socialist mold.

As the nation

formulated economic policies to salve the wounds of -ar (the New
Econo-ic Policy) and political programs to to consolidate its

power,

it

also addressed the critical question of national security, specifically
a program of military reconstruction to establish a military instrument
to suit the socialist nation and guarantee its
Comnissar of War, X. V. Frunze,

future survival.

While

articulated a basic program for a new

"Unified Kilitary Doctrine,= other military theorists began what would
become a Soviet penchant for the study of future war.

Their intent was

ta fashion an effective modern military force and a conceptual framework
within which it

could operate.

During the 1920s military necessity promnpted the Soviets to define a
new theoretical real= within military science, which they termed
=operational art."

During that decade a host of military theo.ýeticlans

and practitioners of war pondered questions arising from First World Var
and the Russian Civil War operations, many of the same questions Western

"theoreticians were addressing.

First and foremost among those questions
?or

was how to break the tactical scalenate of positional war,

which had

produced on the Western Front four years of bloodletting devoid of mjor
operational successes.

0

European prewar military theorists had

postulated that strategic victory could be achieved by winning one grand
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victory early in

war.

Further, they believed that wholesale initial

tactical successes could produce rapid strategic victory.
The events of 1914 to 1918 proved that belief to be false.

The

crushing weight of firepower facing First Vorld War armies inhibited
3mbility and denied the participants strategic success until they
succumbed to exhaustion produced by a war of attrition.

The Soviets,

however, experienced a different phenomenon in their Civil Var.

During

that three-year struggle, the vast spaces of Russia and the paucity of
both forces and heavy weaponry permitted mobile operations to occur in
stark contrast to what had occurred in

the European Wbrld War.

During the early 1920s, the Soviets analyzed their World War and
Civil Var combat experiences and concluded that the complexity of modern
war had negated the meaning of the older definitions regarding levels of
war.'

Basically, the Soviets reasoned that strategic success in

War

could no longer result from the planning and conduct of tactical
operations.

In the future, an intermediate level was required--a level

of war the Soviets came to call operational.

They Judged that only

cumulative operational success a,-hieved by successive operations could
produce overall strategic victory on the battlefield.
This view had emerged by 1924 from the minds and pens of many
theorists, but it
-

clearest definition in his 1927 book Stral.egia. [Strategy].
wrote,

S
-L

I

--

was the ex-Tsarist officer, A. A. Svechin,

Olorsally the path to final [strategic] aims is

who gave it
Svechin

broken up into a

series of operations subdivided by time and by more or less sizeable
pauses, comprising differing sectors of a theater of war and differing

2

-2

sharply as a consequence of different intermediate aims..

2

Vithin the

context of these successive operations, Svechin defined the operation as

"that act of war during which struggling forces, without interruption,
are directed into a distinct region of the theater of military
operations to achieve a distinct interm-diate aim.

3

Looking at the

lower end of the spectrum of combat, Svechin concluded, "Operational
art, arising from the aim of the operations, generates a series of
tactical missions."

Thus a coherent structure emerged governing the

conduct of war-OTactics makes the steps from which operational leaps
are assembled, strategy points out the path.=G

Svechin's practical

definition was a comprehensive one which has withstood the test of tine
and closely resembles current Soviet definitions.
Once the Soviets accepted the validity and importance of operational
art as a precondition for strategic victory, they were confronted with
anotler dilemma, of devising methods and forces to conduct operational
maneuver, which they realized was key to achieving operational success.
This requirement posed distinct problem for the Red Army of the A920s
and prevented the Soviets from developing a mature operational
capability overnight.

The Red Army of the 1920s was a Ofoot and hoofa

army of infantry and cavalry forces lacking both the firepower and
strength to sustain deep operational maneuver.
Between 1929 and 1936 Soviet military theorists worked out the
theoretical basis of, first, a tactical concept of deep battle [Iglubkii
hoL] and, then, an operational concept of deep operations [(gubakala
operat]liaJ.

Parallel to this theoretical work, the forced

- 3 -

industrialization of the Soviet economy began to produce weaponry and
equipment necessary to create a Red Army force structure capable of
conducting operational maneuver--nawely a mechanized and armored force.&
The ensuing notor-mechanization program of the Red Army propelled Soviet
military concepts and forces into a new techniological age.

4
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Thnaia Context
Soviet military strategy in the 1920s, derived from the experiences
of the First Vorld Var and the Civil War, concluded that future war
would begin with extensive maneuver operations,
regions, and it
lauenev,

it

would occur over vast

would consume huge economic and human resources.

S. S.

Red Army commander from 1919 to 1924, wrote:

in spite of all victorious fights before the battle,
the fate of the campaign will be decided in the very
last battle-interim defeats will be individual

episodes.... In the warfare of large modern armies,
defeat of the enemy results from the sum of continuous
and planned victories on all fronts, successfully
completed one after another and interconnected in
time. 7
Kauenev rejected the possibility of using a grand strategiLc stroke
to win quick victory in war (such as the Schlieffen Plan).

Instead, he

argued, "the uninterrupted conduct of operations Is the main condition
for victory. e
Vistula in

Tukhachevsky,

1920,

drawing upon his experiences along the

concluded that *the impossibility,

on a modern wide

front, of destroying the enemy army by one blow forces the achievement
of that end by a series of successive operations.°0
Triandafillov,
Arinip

in

V. K.

his 1929 work, lh. Character of. Qration.

of. !oern

echoed and further developed Tukhachevsky' s view of future war

and concluded that only successive operations over a mouth's time to a
depth of 150 to 200 kilometers could produce victory.

Triandafillov

introduced the concept of using tanks supported by air forces to efftct

5-

penetration of the tactical enemy defense and extend the offensive into
the operational depth. 9
By 1929 the theory (but not yet the practice) of successive
operations was fully developed.

The front, as a strategic entity, would

accomplish missions assigned by- the High Co~nmnd.

It would unite all

forces in a theater of military operations and would attack along
several operational directions faxes] to achieve overall strategic aims.
The width of a front*-, offensive zone was 300 to 400 kilometers, and its
depth of operations was 200 kilometers. ,o

This view of strategic

operations persisted into the 1930s and forced Soviet military theorists
to seek an answer to the question of how to implement Triandafillov's
views and escape the specter of attrition warfare.

The evolution of a

new level of war seemed to provide the tentative theoretical answer-the
level of operational art.
The tendency in the 1920s to conceive of successive cperations as
the focal point for operational art resulted from the level of
technology within the Soviet Union in general, and the equipment
processed by the Red kray In particular.

Industrial backwardness and

the lack of a well-developed arnaments industry dictated that the
Soviets rely on infantry, artillery, and horse cavalry to conduct
operations.

Hence, an optimistic view postulated that a front could

attack in a 300 to 400-kilometer section to a depth of 200 kilometers,
while an army, the basic operational large unit designated to operate as
part of a front or on a separate operational axis (direction],

could

attack in a sector from 50 to 80 kilometers wide to a depth of 25 to 30

-6-

kilometers.

It could also conduct a series of consecutive operations as

part of a front offensive.

Each operation would last for 5 to 6 days

and would entail a relatively slow rate of advance of 5 to 6 kilometers
per day.

Already, by 1929 the Soviets planned to increase that rate of

"advance to 25 to 30 kilometers per day by following Triandatillov's
recommendations to introduce tanks and mechanized vehicles into the
force structure."
The 1929 Field Ragula±n. (Ustav],

which declared that future war

would be one of maneuver, developed the theory of successive operations
a step further by injecting the idea of motorization and mechanization
into concepts for future offensive operations.

12

The Ustay enunciated

the aim of conducting deep battle [£gnb]kii Dn!] to achieve success in
penetrating the tactical depth of enemy defenses by the simultaneous use
of infantry support, tanks and long-range action tanks cooperating with
infantry, artillery, and aviation forces.

This would also produce a

capability to conduct more rapid operations.

In 1929 deep battle was

but a promise whose realization depended on economic reforms and
industrialization.

Xoreover, deep battle was only a tactical concept.

Soviet tactics of the 1920s were governed by a series of new
regulations issued between 1925 and 1928, the provisions of which were
derived from Civil Var and the First World Var experiences, with due
consideration given to advances in weaponry.- The regulations emphasized
m•neuver war, the meeting engagement, attack on a defending enemy, and
defense in a war of maneuver.

Group tactics of the later Civil War

years persisted whereby combat formations were organized into groups of

-7
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subunits echeloned in depth instead of in skirmish lines.

These groups

would penetrate the enemy defense in separate sectors and then merge
into a commn battle front.
General tactics emphasized the combined-arms nature of battle.
TnfantZ•

Combat Regulation, ai 1272

and the Field Regulation. 0

The

19292

prescribed that offensive infantry combat formations consist of a shock
group (2/3 of the force) operating on the main direction of attack, and
a holding group (1/3 of the force) deployed on a secondary direction.

A

reserve (of up to 1/9th of the force) was to accomplish unanticipated
missions, and firing groups of artillery would provide support.

On the

defense the first echelon consisted of the holding group (2/3 of the
force) and the shock group or groups deployed in the depths (in second
echelon) with the task of counterattacking and destroying penetrating
enemy units.
Rudimentary tactics for the use of the fledging armored forces first
appeared in the 1&28 Proz± ±ona.

Instmctinns fr= the Conbat Uge o±

Tanks and were reprinted in the 1929 Ustay. 12

Initially, tanks, in

conjunction with artillery, would only provide support for infantry.
Direct support tanks (1 to 3 platoons) would be assigned to rifle
battalions.

Forward-echelon tanks (a freely maneuvering group of 1 to 2

tank companies) would fight independently in tactical contact with each
first-echelon rifle regiment- (out of fire and visual contact) in order
to suppress or destrcy enemy artillery, forward enemy reserves, command
posts, communications centers, or other objectives.

Infantry attacking

with armor support could advance without pricr conduct of an artillery

preparation.

Tank reserves of the division connander,

If available,

would operate as a separate echelon of long-range acton tanks to
develop success into the taciical depths or to replace depleted support
units.

These rudimentary tank tactics i.ould soon improve, and the

integration of armor into combined arms formations would accelerate in
the 1930s as a virtual industrial revolution swept across the Soviet
Union.

Notor-Wc]haniya±

n Programs

P

1.

Because Soviet tank production in the 1920s was extremely limited,
ouly a handful of tank units were formed, and virtually all of these
were classified as "experimental.0

Between 1920 and 1922, the single

tank factory in Moscow produced sixteen tanks, which were then assigned
to the 7th Tank Detachment, subordlnate to the High Conand. 1'
detachment participated In ceremonies on Red Square.
that rudimentary-armored force matured slowly.
Soviets organized the 3d Separate Tank Regiment,

That

Measures to expand

In October 1924 the
consisting of a cadre

and a training battalion with 356 men and 18 tanks.'s

The following

year the Soviets abolished the regiment and, in its stead, created two
separate 30-tank battalions, one heavy and one light, each with three
conpanies of ten tanks.

In 1927 these battalions again formed

regiment, which was supplemented by six armored car battalions (with
AROF-15 armored cars) and about thirty armored trains. 1"
Serial production of the new XS-l tank armed with a 37 na gun and
.achLie gun and the BA-2? armored car provided adequate levels of

- 9-

domestic tank production necessary to expand the armr"ed and mechanized
force structure.

According to the first Five-Year Plan, approved in

1928, Soviet industry was to produce 1075 tanks, which in turn would
provide the weaponry for three new tank regiments and several separate

tank battalions.

The Soviets accelerated these plans the following year

by mandating a new tank production figure of 3500 tanks by 1932.17
These tanks were to be used to form three mechanized brigades, thirty

mixed tank battalions (with 32 light and 34 medium tanks each), four
heavy tank battalions for the High Command reserve (with 35 tanks each),
and thirteen mechanized regiments (each with tank and armored car
battalions) for use in cavalry formations.

M!eanwhile, the Red Army

staff scheduled exercises to determine whether single or multiple-type
tank battalions were best suited to modern combat.

The Soviets,

however, did not project inclusion of tanks in rifle corps or divisions.
Instead, each rifle division -was to include an armored car company.

By

the summer of 1929, the Soviets tested experimental tank and mechanized
units and employed on NS-1 battalion in combat in Manchuria.
these experiences,
1929.

Based on

they formed a new experimental mchanized regiment in

'1

Western attache reports confirmed Soviet experimentation with tank

and mechanized forces.

A 'larch 1922 U.S. attache repbrt from Riga,

Latvia, identifled a small tank detachment equipped with three tanks,
presumably of foreign manufacture, within the structure of an armored
autombile detachment.

3 Subsequent reports through 1926 continued to

note the existence of these detachments.

-
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The U.S. attache in Riga

submitted a report in January 1927 identifying two tank regiments
(designated the 1st and 2d) and containing a critique by the Chief
Inspectorate RU

[d
E

Army] of recent training.

The report noted, gThe

tank has not yet been allotted a fixed role in the Soviet battle
scheme.0

Over-reliance by infantry on the tanks produced inordinate

tank losses, which were further compounded by high mechanical breakdown
rates.

Anti-tank artillery was particularly effective against tanks,

and, although morale and training in the tank units was particularly
high, persistent signal and radio probieme inhibited effective comn-nd
and control and coordination with the infantry, even in peacetime
magneuvers.2o
A more detailed report prepared by the U.S. attache in Riga in April

1927 provided a detailed organization of the 3d Separate Tank Regiment,
which took part in the 1926 fall maneuvers.

The regiment consisted of a

cadre battalion with two tank companies of five tanks each, an

instructional battalion with tito heavy companies, totaling eight tanks,
a signal detachment, workshop, guard platoon, and various logistical
details. ý'

A December 1928 attache report confirmed the existence of the 1st
Tank Regiment at loscow, together with the 3d Armored-Auto Battalion

[Di•izon].

The sane report, however, noted, OThere is contradictory

information as to the station of the 2d Tank Regiment in the LID
ELeningrad

iilitary District],

received so far.0

but no confirmatory data has been

Similarly, the report noted that the 8th and 13th

Armored-Auto Battalions were stationed in the Belorussian lilitary

- 11
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District (the latter as part of 3d Cavalry Corps).=

Other reports in

1928 echoed the Soviet araored regulations issued that year.
Thus, prior to 1930 the formation of tank and mechanized units was
extremely limited, and these
toward motor-aechanization.

easures represented but a first smnll step
Vhile tank forces would be subordinate to

the reserve of the High Caunnd to

increase the striking power of rifle

formations," they would be added to cavalry forces to enable them to
better perfora the exploitation function.2

These neasures did,

however, represent a promise of more significant developments in the
future.

-
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Dee4 Qperat Ions

TheoratIcal Contex
Soviet military strategy in
of the twenties, although it

the thirties

built upon the assumptions

was increasingly affected by the industrial

and technological revolution occurring within the Soviet Union and by
looming threats from hostile powers abroad.

Soviet strategy maintained

that the class character of war would result in
future military combat,

implacable and decisive

and that war would ultimately pit the Soviet

Union against a coalition of imperialist nations.

Long and bitter war

would require the consecutive defeat of the Soviet Union's enemies,

the

use of large strategic reserves, resort to many means and forms of armd
combat,

and the conduct of large-scale maneuverable combat operations.

Var would require the achievement of decisive aim,
destruction of the enemy on his territory.

including the full

Quite naturally, the Soviets

considered the offensive as the mst decisive and fruitful form of
strategic operation.
The strategic offensive would take the form of simultaneous or
successive front operations conducted by closely cooperating combinedarm

forces.

The ground forces would play a decisive role, especially

the newly emerging notor-mchanized units.

Air forces would support al1

types of ground force operations and could perform independent air
operations as well,
directions.

while naval forces would cooperate on coasal

The theories of deep battle Cglubaki±

operations [giu•bki. operatsil

boi] and deep

were particularly important to Soviet

-
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military strategy in the 1930s, in part because, at least until 1940,

it

focused Soviet attention on the offensive to the detriment of defensive
concerns.

Soviet strategy considered the defense a valid form of

military operation and emphasized activity [actlInost'] and the use of
counteroffensives.

Iuch attention was devoted to the nature of the

initial period of war and the requirements of strategic leadership in
wartime.

The Soviets recognized that a surprise attack by hostile

powers was possible.

In this regard, they believed that, unlike the

practices of earlier wars, forces of the covering echelons (on the
borders) could undertake an offensive of their own against the enemy
before the completion of main force strategic deployments or undertake
defensive measures to cover the main force deployment.

By the Soviets'

own admission, military strategy:
did not devote adequate attention to the developnent of
defensive operations on. a strategic scale... questions
of repelling an unexpected attack by previously
fully-mobilized enemy forces as well as the overall
problem of the initial period of war under changing
conditions were not properly worked out. lot all of
the correct theoretical principles worked out by Soviet
military science with respect to military strategy were
promptly taken into account in the practical work or
included in regulations.2,'

This was an easy admission, considering what happened in 1941.

To

provide strategic leadership in armed conflict, a special organ similar
to the Civil Var-period Council of Labor and Defense would be formed as
well as a Stavka [HQ] of the High Comand [VGK].
Operational art, developed as a level of war in the 1920s,

blossomed

into the most creative area of Soviet military art in the decade of the

-
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thirties, largely due to technological and industrial developments and
the theoretical work of a host of imaginative military theorists.

The

impact of new weaponry, first felt in the tactical realm, by the Uidthirties affected the operational level.

In essence the prouise of the

1929 Field. EggUlatlan.to achieve deep battle was realized.
The most important aspect of Soviet military science in the 1930s
was the full development of the concept of deep battle and the emergence
of the concept of deep operations.

The deep operation, a form of ccmbat

action conducted by operational large units:
consisted of simultaneous. attacks on the enemy defense
with all means of attack to the entire depth of the
defense; a penetration of the tactical defense zone on
selected directions and subsequent decisive development
of tactical success into operational success by means
of introducing into battle an echelon to develop

success (tanks, motorized infantry, cavalry) and the
landing of air assaults to achieve rapidly the desired
aim.

2s

The theory of deep operations represented a qualitative jump in the.
development of operational art, and it offered a total escape from the
impasse of Vorld Var I positional warfare.

Its implementation depended

entirely on the Soviet ability to construct a viable armored and
mechanized force.
The theory of deep operations evolved out of the earlier theory of
deep battle, which Tukhachevsky, Triandafillov, A. I. Egorov and others
had formulated at the end of the 1920s.

These theorists concluded that

tlie appearance of new weapons (long-range artillery, tanks, aircraft)
and types of forces (tank, air assault, mechanized) would permit
creation of more maneuverable forms of combat and ease the problem of

-
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penetrating a tactical defense.

Early experimentation with deep battle

techniques occurred in. the Volga, Kiev, and Belorussian military
districts, and, as a result, in February 1933 the Red Army gave official

sanction to deep battle in itS ?r-nils± nal Instructl ons a&. ZhI
0rznl~at•
G

oL D

Batle2r-.

New and more explicit instructions

appeared in March 1935, and the Fil

ggUJ.a±.ion. EUst~ai

of 1936 made

deep battle, as well as larger-scale deep operations, established tenets
of Soviet military art.

While deep battle focused on the tactical

level, that is combat by units within an army, deep operations focused
on operational-level combat involving fronats and armies alike.
The theoretical basis of deep operations, field tested in military
exercises in the mid-thirties, was established by 1936 and described in
the RXgjuitn. of that year as:
-simultaneous assault on enemy defenses by aviation and
artillery to the depths of the defense, penetration of
the tactical zone of the defense by attacking units
with widespread use of tank forces, and violent
development of tactical success into operationa.i
success with the aim of the complete encirclement end
destruction of the enemy.
The main role is perforkd
by the infantry and the mutual support of all types cf
forces are organized in its interests. 2 7
The heart of deep operations involved the use of an operational
formation consisting of:

an attack echelon; an echelon to develop

success; reserves; aviation forces; and air assault forces, all
designated to achieve tactical and operational success.

Deep operations

could be conducted by a single front or (according to views of the late
thirties) by several f

supported by large aviation forces.

-
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By this

"time the Soviets considered a front to be an operational-strategic large
unit (earlier it

had been considered only a strategic large unit).

Fronts, conducted the largest-scale deep operations by employing
successive army operations to penetrate enemy defenses along converging
axes in order to encircle and destroy enemy man forces.

Successful

penetration of an enemy defense required considerable overall
superiority in forces and creation of high force densities in
penetration sectors.

Development of the offensive into the operational

depths required use of mechanized and cavalry corps, front reserves, and
air assault landings in the enemy rear.

fron±t

To conduct deep operations, a

had to consist of:
3-4
1-2
1-2

shock armies
standard armies
mechanized, tank or cavalry corps

15-30

aviation divisions.2

Fronts could attack in a sector 250 to 300 kilometers wide against
.objectives at a depth of 150 to 250 kilometers and deliver the main
attack in a sector of 60 to 80 kilometers.

Force densities of one

division per 2 to 2.5 kilometers, 40 to 100 guns per 1 kilometer of
front and 50 to 100 tanks per 1 kilometer of front would result.

A

front operation would lazt 15 to 20 days with an average tempo of
advance of 10 to 15 kilometers per day for infantry and 40 to 50
kilometers per day for mobile forces.29

Vithin the front the attack

echelon would consist of strong shock and combined-arms armies, and the
echelon to develop success would be composed of mobile groups formed

-
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from tank, mechanized and cavalry corps.

Aviatiou groups and reserves

would support the fronts.
Aries, as operational large units, could operate within a front or
independently along a separate operational. direction.

Armies

participating in deep operations on front main attack directions would
consist of;
4-5
1-2
7-9
7-8
2-3

rifle
corps
mechanized or cavalry corps
artillery regiments
air defense artillery battalions
aviation divisions (in support).ao

The army attack echelon,

consisting of rifle

corps reinforced by tanks

and artillery, would advance in a sector 50 to 80 kilometers wide with
its

main strength concentrated in a penetration sector 20 to 30

kilometers wide to penetrate the tactical enemy defenses to a depth of
25 to 30 kilometerd.

The echelon to develop the penetration,

an army

mobile group of several mechanized or cavalry corps, would complete the

penetration of the enemy's tactical defense or attack after penetration
of the enemy's second defense belt to develop tactical success into
operational success to a depth of 70 to 100 kilometers. 31

The Soviets

exercised deep operation concepts in maneuvers in the Kiev, Belorussian,
Moscow, and Odessa military districts in the mid-thirties.
Theoretical work on operational-level defense focused on the
preparation and conduct of army defensive operations.

An army could

defend a sector of 80 to 100 kilometers to a depth of 60 kilometers. 32
However, as was the case with the strategic defense, by the Soviets' own
admission, prior to 1940 their fixation on the offensive caused too

-
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little

attention to be paid to front defensive operations, a deficiency

evident in 1941.

The theory of deep battle, which was worked out in 1929, before the
development of the theory of deep operations, was the tactical

"counterpart of that broader operational theory.

By 1936 those tactical

concepts were close to realization, while deeper operations still

existed only in theory.

Deep battle as envisioned in the 1936

Regulatinn involved the creation in the combat formtion of corps,
divisions, and regiments of shock groups, holding groups, reserves, and
artillery groups.

The shack group, consisting of 2/3 of the force,

attacked on the main attack direction.

In the case of considerable

superiority over the enemy, two shock groups could attack on converging
directions.

The holding group, consisting of almost 1/3 of the force,

operated on the secondary attack direction to distract the enemy and
protect the shock group's flank.

A reserve amounting to 1/9th of the

force was retained to fulfill unexpected missions.

Rifle corps'

shock

groups sought to penetrate the enemy defense to a depth of 10 to 12

kilometers, which was the average depth of the enemy's tactical defense.
Rifle corps on the main attack direction in the army first echelon
advanced in an 18- to 20-kilometer sector and rifle divisions in a 5- to
?-kilometer sector (with the divisions' shock group deployed in a 3- to
3.5-kilometer sector). =4
Tanks, subdivided into three groups, played a significant role in
the conduct of deep battle.

Immediate infantry support tanks EXPP-

neposredstvennoi Rnddrzhki

-ekhgt1y,

-

long-range support tanks [DPP-

19 -

and long-range action tanks IDD-da1 Rgzn

d'n

dPorzIr , _nekbhy,

daisia

attacked in advance of and with the infantry,

artillery and tanks,
depth of the defense,

fired on enemy

and accompanied the advance through the tactical
respectively.

support EPP-pndt-zbk±. p2"botia

Artillery groups for infantry

were formed in each first-echelon rifle

regiment, long-range artillery groups [DD-a

dstyl

,

established in each first-echelon rifle division of corps, and, were in
some instances, artillery destruction groups [AR-artllleril
ra2rhb~nIIa

created in corps,

provided continuous fire support for

the attack.--"
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The. •Ntor-Meechanlzation

r

PhA4

2a

Rapid industrialization of the Soviet Union, the creation of a
burgeoning armaments industry, and the renaissance in military thought,
personified by the development of the offensive theories of deep battle
and deep operations, wrought major changes in the size and nature of the
Soviet force structure.

Throughout the 1930s the Soviet armed forces

increased in size from 562,000 men to 1.4 million men. 3 5

After the mid-

thirties the Soviets moved away from the cadre/territorial manning
system toward the peacetime maintenance of a large regular army.

Older,

established units in the force structure (rifle corps and divisions, and
cavalry corps and divisions) increased in personnel strength and
weaponry, but, more important, the Soviets created new mobile forces
necessary to conduct deep operations.
The Soviet motor-mechanization program of the 1930s was desigmed to
create a wide variety of new tank and mechanized forces to provide the
offensive punch necessary to penetrate enemy tactical defenses and
thrust deep into the enemy operational rear area.

The motor-

mechanization program was made possible by increased Soviet production
of tanks and trucks.

By the end of 1931, Soviet industry had delivered

900 1S-1 tanks to the Red Army.

The same year they halted production of

"the MS-l'and began producing more modern T-26 and T-27 tanks.

During

the following two years, BT-2, T-35, T-28, BT-5, T-26, and T-37 models
joined the Soviet armor inventory.

Tank production reached an annual

rate of 3,000 tanks and tankettes from 1932 on.31
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This increased

production fueled the drive for a more diverse motor-mechanized force
structure.
After experimenting with tank battalions and regiments in the late
twenties, in Eay 1930 the Soviets created from the Noscow tank regiment
their first experimental mechanized brigade, consisting of one WS-1 tank
regiment, a motorized infantry regiment, an artillery battalion, and a
reconnaissance battalion, equipped with 60 tanks, 32 tankettes, 17
armored cars, and 264 trucks.a 7

In order to better tailor this brigade

to conduct deep battle, in 1931 the Soviets reinforced the brigade and
subdivided it
operations.

into functional groups more capable of sustaining
The new brigade contained four distinct regimental groups,

including:
1.

Reconnaissance Group (regiment)
1 tankette battalion
1 armored cir battalion
1 machine gun car battalion
1 artillery battalion

2.

Shock Group (regiment)
2 tank battalions
2 self-propelled artillery battalions (76ma field guns with
tractors)

3.

Infantry Battalion (truck-mounted)

4.

Artillery Group
3 artillery battalions (mixed 76mn guns and 122mm howitzers)
1 antiaircraft artillery battalion.

The new brigade strength was 4,700 men,

119 tanks, 100 tankettes, 15

armored cars, 63 machine guns and antiaircraft machine guns, 32 76Mguns, 16 122= howitzers, 12 76= antiaircraft guns, 32 37mm
antiaircraft guns, 270 trucks, and 100 tractors. 38
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In addition,

the Soviets formed four tank regiments of three tank

battalions each, which they stationed at Smolensk (Ist), Leningrad (2d),
Moscow (3d Training), and Khar' kov (4th).

These regiments were

subordinate to the Reserve of the High Commnd (RGK).
tank battalion were formed principally on a territorial
industrial regions.

Three separate
basis in

As before, cavalry forces received priority in

allocation of mechanized units.

Mechanized squadrons, divisions, and,

finally, regiments were formed in cavalry corps.

By 1932 two mechanized

regiments, two mechanized battalions, and three mechanized squadrons
existed in

Soviet cavalry corps.29

Intense study within the People's Commissariat of Defense In

late

1931 and 1932 focused on the combat forces, which were required to
implement fully the concept of deep battle.

Tukhachevsky,

Triandalillov, and others recommended peacetime creation of mobile
mechanized forces which could cooperate with cavalry corps in
cavalry-mechanized groups.

wartime

These groups would be tasked with developing

tactical success in wartime front operations.

Further work on

organizational and equipment matters resulted in a 9 Xarch 1932 decision
by a special commission to create mechanized corps, tank brigades under
the RGK,
rifle

mechanized regiments in

divisions.

cavalry corps, and tank battalions in

Two days later the Soviet Reyaonszet (Revolutionary

Jilitary Council] ordered the creation in
formed on the base of two rifle

1932 of two mechanized corps

divisions in the Leningrad and Ukrainian

military districts.4o
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In accordance with this decision, the Soviets transformed the

Leningrad Military District's 11th Rifle Division into the 11th
Mechanized Corps, which consisted of the 31st and 32d Mechanized
Brigades and the 33d Rifle Brigade.

Simultaneously, the Ukrainian

Military District's 45th Rifle Division became the 45th Mechanized
Corps, with the subordinzte 133d and 134th Mechanized Brigades and 135th
Rif le Brigade.

EAch of these new corps consisted of:
2 zechanized brigades (one T-26 and one BT)
3 tank battalions
1 rifle-zachine gun battalion
I artillery battalioia
1 sapper battalion
1 antiaircraft machine gun company
1 rifle brigade
corps units
reconnaissance battalion
sapper battalion
flamethrower battalion
antiaircraft artillery battalion
movement control coz
many
technical base
aviation detachment.
Total corps strength uas 490 tanks, 200 vehicles,and around 10,000

Also in 1932 the Sov•'iets created five separate nechanized brigades,
two tank regiments, twelve mecbanized regiments, four mechanized
battalions in cavalry forzations, and fifteen tank and sixty-five
tankette battalicns in rifle divisions.

The new nechanized brigades

were assigned to the Ukrainian f2d) and Belorussian (3d, 4th, 5th)
.. litary districts and the Separate Red Banner Far Eastern Army (6th).
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By Soviet count, by January 1933 this amounted to over a five-fold
increase in mechanized forces; which now comprised 9. 1 percent of total

Red Army strength.

On 1 January 1934 Red Army mechanized forces

included two mechanized corps, six mechanized brigades, six tank
regiments, twenty-three tankette battalions, and thirty-seven separate
tank co=panies in rifle divisions and fourteen mechanized regiments and
five mechanized battalions in cavalry forces.

Most of these units were,

however, at less than fifty percent of full establishment strength.
Although contemporary observers of the Soviet military are skeptical
about or ignorant of these developments in the 1930s,

Western

intelligence reports closely tracked the progress of the Soviet motormechanization program.

By early 1930 'Distribution

of Troop= [Order of

Battle] reports from attaches had identified the 2d Tank Regiment at
Leningrad and an additional regiment at Moscow.

No mention was made,

however, of the experimental mechanized brigades.•°

A subsequent _report

from Warsaw in March 1932 assessed the pace of motor-mechanization;
identified three tank regiments (36 tanks each),

without providing

location; and provided details on four new motor-mechanized brigades as
follows:
1st Brigade (3 regiments) at Noscow
2d Brigade (2 regiments) at Leningrad
3d Brigade (2 regiments) in the Ukraine
4th Brigade

-"

4
(2 regiments) possible at Smolensk ".

These units corresponded to the Soviet tank regiments forming in early
1932 at those locations.

The report described a brigade organization

-
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which mirrored that of the Noscow experimental mechanized brigade of
1931 and consisted of:
Reconnaissance Group
10 motorcycles with machine guns

1 uachine gun company
1 rifle company (on trucks)
1 tankette company

1 armored car platoon
1 Heavy Regiment
1 XS tank battalion
1 mobile artillery group (76mm)
1 Light Regiment

1 infantry battalion (on trucks)
2 tankette companies (Cardon Lloyd)
1 armored car group
1 mobile artillery group (76mm).

A short report from the U.S. attache in Riga, Latvia, in July 1933
hinted at the conversion of the Leningrad lilitary District's l1th Rifle
Division into a mechanized corps, noting:
... there ought to be a steady increase in the strength
of the motorized and mechanized units. In addition to the
motor-mechanized brigade in loscow, the llth (Regular) Infantry
Division at Leningrad zay be practically considered as a
motorized unit as it very likely has been equipped with
motors and tractors for the entire personnel and materiel.6',
He added, 'The

tendencies in the field of motorization show clearly that

a very great interest is
in

taken in

th.e offensive 'deep tactics'

mentioned

a previous artticle.0
Two months later the same attache outlined In detail the nature and

means of deep tactics as obtained from a source in

Staff.

the Estonian General

He described the mission of deep tactics as =to engage or

destroy simultaneously the whole depth of the hostile defensive system"
and quoted a Soviet expert as to how it
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would be done,

"By means of

lgrSe numbers of tanks, which are echeloned in
accompanying,

and accompanying (DD, DPP,

leading, advanced

and II.P) groups,

it

is

possible

ta annihilate simultaneously the whole depth of the hostile first

[zone] of defense (5-6 kilometers).""

line

When assesing how tactical

success could be exploited, to what depths, and by what means the report
stated, =The criteria for determining the depth of a simultaneous
strategical operation is with the Soviets the range of action of
mechanized units, light and medium aviation, and motor transportation
(on an average up to 100 kilometers from the line of departure)."17
conclusion, the attache added the following

I=

JYote by the Nilitary

Attache," which was a prophetic warning to his superiors:
"In contrast to most of the Continental armies which
cling tenaciously to the lessons learned in the World War,
the Red Army tries
to break away from the conservative
traditions of Ithe past and to experiment with mechanization,

motorization and all other new means of warfare. While the
tactical principles set forth appear to be rather visionary,
it is believed that they are of sufficient interest to warrant
their being known. A

In lovezber 1933 the attache at Riga forwarded two reports analyzing
the conversion of 11th Rifle Division into what he called the Il or 11th
Kotor-Nechanized Division.

In it

he identified the subordinate 31st,

32d, and 33d Brigades as regiments.

He speculated that the new division

would consist of:
2 motorized infantry regiments
1 regular infantry regliwat

1 tank regiment of not less than 3 battalions
1 reinforced field artillery regiment,

partly mechanized

1 tank unit of unknown comoosition (battalion or regiment)
1 zotor-sechanized reconnaissance detachment
1 mechanized training regiment.

-2?7

Its strength would be roughly 8,000 men, 255 tanks, 36 guns, and 1,820
to 1, 870 vehicles. 4 9

In his second report, the attache assessed that

the motor-mechanized division, and brigade as well, would operate with a

shock group, a reconnaissance group, a liason and security group, and a
rear service group. ,

Aside from missing the designations *corps' and

*brigade' for the division and regiment, the Riga reports were
remarkably accurate.
A detailed =Distribution of Troops

report filed by the attache in

Riga in January 1934 kept track of Soviet motor-mechanized forces as
they evolved into four corps.

Still referring to the units as

divisions, the report identified motor-mechanized forces in the
Belorussian, Xoscow (Kalinovsky Division),
Leningrad (11th) military districts.

Ukrainian (45th) and

Further, he identified thirty-

seven mechanized detachments operating within rifle and cavalry
divisions, at least two mechanized regiments with cavalry divisions,
four separate tank regiments, and numerous separate tank battalions.Sl
A subsequent order of battle report from Riga provided even firmer data
on Soviet motor-mechanized forces by listing the divisional and
regimental-size units as follows:

Leningrad *AiliaryDitrict
11th Jotor-Kechanized Division
2d Tank Regiment

Peterhof
Strelna

loscow Xlla: Disrict
Kalinovski

•otor-NJechanized Division

larofominsk

Ryazin

3d Tank Regiment
_t& Russan. rEelorussian] X111taU District
? Notor--iechanized Division
? Motor--echanized Division
1st Tank Regiment
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Gomel
Bobruisk
Smolensk

Uka

a MiltlAary pi,-rict

45th Motor-Mechanized Division

Kiev

? Xotor-Nechanized Division

Kievs 2

Although the reports over-assessed mechanized force strength and
they more

confused divisionlregiment designation from corps/brigade,

than adequately captured the scope of the Soviet motor-mechanization

program.
Based on these and other reports, the Military Intelligence Division
(G-2)

of the U.S. Var Department General Staff issued Intelligence

Summaries in

April and Kay 1934 assessing the program of motor-

mechanization in the Soviet Union.

The first

summary began by

declaring, "The present combat principles of the Soviets are based on
m•ss employmnt of armored forces, the so-called deep tactics and
annihilation operations, which they concert as yielding better results
than the combat methods of the Vorld Var."s3
progress in

The report detailed Soviet

building armred vehicles, reviewed the organization of tank

and notor-nechanized forces (two divisions, brigades, regiments, and
groups),

and surveyed tactical employment of the force.

Although the

sumnary slightly underestimated the si2.e and diversity of the Soviet
forces (in

contradiction to attache reports),

it

accurately captured the

tactical and operational procedures set forth in Soviet regulations.
Subsequent attache reports contained translations of Soviet articles on
tank tactics covering a wide range of combat functions.
1935 the attache in

Riga co=mented,

In February

OFrom these articles it

the Soviets envisage the use of tanks in

is

evident

almost every tactical

situation; some of their tactical ideas appear to be rather advanced.""
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The second Soviet Five-Year Plan, adopted in
sizeable expansion of mechanized forces.
January 1938,

It

1933,

envisioned a

stipulated that by 1

the Red Army was to include twenty-five mechanized and

tank brigades,

including those in the mechanized corps and those formed

from existing tank regiments.

This program was designed "to achieve

such a scale of mechanization of the army, which would permit mechanized
forces to become one of the chief, decisive elements in combat
operations. ,6
Vithin this guidance,

the motor-mechanization program accelerated.

The most important element was the mechanized corps,

which was to

perform operational missions as part of- cavalry-mechanized groups.

additional mechanized corps joined the force structure in 1934:

Two

the 7th

Mechanized Corps of the Leningrad Military District (which replaced the
11th, which moved to the Transbalkal MD); and the 5th Miechanized Corps
of the Koscow .ilitary

District, which was formed on the base of the

older 1st Mechanized Brigade.A
Exercises held in 1934 provided experiences upon which to base a new
restructuring of the four existing mechanized corps.

In those exercises

the corps proved cumbersome and, because of lack of reliable
communications,

they were difficult to command and control.

In

addition, serious logistical shortfalls led to a high mechanical
breakdown rate in the corps, which, in

turn, blocked the roads and

hindered the movement of other forces.

Consequently,

in

1935 the

Soviets reorganized the corps and shifted logistical support organs from

-
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corps level into the component brigades.

The new mechanized corps

structure, approved on 28 January 1935, included:
2
1
1
1

nechanized brigades (BT)
rifle-machine gun brigade
separate reconnaissance (tank) battalion
signal battalion

Corps strength was 463 tanks and tankettes (348 BT tanks, 63 T-37 tanks,
52 flame tanks),

6 7

20 guns, 1,444 vehicles, and 8,965 personnel.

Additional engineer, antiaircraft, and other supporting units

would be

provided by the RGK, tailored to precise needs of the corps in
particular combat circumstances.

Although truncation and streamlining

of the corps i-proved its mobility, continued comnnications weaknesses
made effective command and control in battle impossible.
Separate mechanized brigades, as independent formations designated
to support army operations or as a part of the mechanized corps, also
underwent significant changes.
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

The reorganized brigades consisted of:

tank battalions
rifle-machine gun battalion
combat support battalion
repair-reconstruction battalion
auto transport company
signal company
reconnaissance company.

Brigade strength amounted to 2,754 men, 145 tanks (T-26), 56 artillery
and machine gun tanks, 28 armored cars, 482 vehicles, and 39 tractors. re
Subsequent Western intelligence reports fleshed out the full picture

"ofthe notor-mechanization program as it expanded.

A January 1935

assessment counted two motor-mechanized divisions (and a possible
third), seven mechanized brigades, and four tank regiments.

-
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The

brigades consisted of 3-4 tank battalions, a notorized artillery
battalion, signal and pioneer companies, an XCO school, and support
units.,

9

A l]arch 1935 report from Riga for the first time recognized the term

*corps,

whose organization contained:

2-motor-mecbanized brigades (one T-26, one BT)
1
1
1
1
1

motorized rifle brigade
motor-mechanized reconnaissance detachment
field artillery regiment
separate signal battalion
separate engineer battalion

1 ICO school.
The brigades were organized as follows:
First brigade

(Jotor-Xech)

Seond brad

(Eotor-Rech)

3 tank battalions (T-26)
1 motorized infantry battalion

2 tank battalions (BT)
1 motorized infantry

1 field artillery battalion (76=)

battalion
1 field artillery battalion
(76mm)

3 motorized infantry battalions
1 field artillery battalion (76mm).

The report identified motor-mechanized detachments of infantry divisions
(one coupany and a tankette platoon or one to two companies, a tank
section or tankette company) and mechanized detachments of cavalry
divisions (armored car battalion, tankette squadron, and two tank
squadrons).

In addition, it provided the organization of separate tank

battalions (3 companies of 3 to 5 tank platoons each) and separate
mechanized brigades (reconnaissance group, 3 to 5 tank battalions, one
motorized infantry battalion, and one motorized artillery battalion).'
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Throughout 1935 and 1936 U.S. asseasments of Soviet motor-mechanized
strength remained fairly static.

Attention focused on the Leningrad

(the 11th) and Ukrainian (the 45th) military district mechanized corps,
which were invariably termed divisions, and on the growing number of
mobile brigades and regiments.

Attaches apparently did not detect the

creation of two additional corps at loscow (the 5th) and Leningrad (the
7th) or the movement of the l1th Mechanized Corps to the Far East.
Throughout 1936 the new Soviet field service regulation and its
implications seemed to preoccupy the U.S. intelligence community.
After adoption and implementation of the 1936 Field Service
Regulation, in November 1937 the Soviets drafted their third Five-Year
Plan (1938-1942),

a major portion of which emphasized increasing

military capabilities.

Specifically,

the plan envisioned creation of an

even larger mobile force, which could achieve the operational goals of
the regulation.

It

recommended creation of a force of four tank corps,

twenty-one separate tank brigades, three separate armored brigades, and
eleven tank training regiments to replace existing training brigades.
The new brigades grew in strength as the standard three-tank platoon
expanded to five tanks.

Noreover, the plan called for creation of two

types of tank brigades (heavy and light).

Heavy T-35 tank brigades

counted 148 tanks (94 T-35, 44 BT, 10 flame) and other heavy brigades
183 tanks (136 T-28, 37 BT,

10 flame).

278 BT tanks or 267 T-26 tanks.
267 tanks.

Light tank brigades had either

Tank regiments numbered between 190 and

The plan also required the fielding of tank battalions (two

companies with T-26 or T-38 tanks) in rifle divisions and tank regiments
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To simplify nomenclature of armored forces, all

in cavalry divisions.,'

mechanized forces were renamed tank.
Throughout 1938 the Soviets converted their motor-mechanized forces
to the new configuration.

The new light and heavy brigades included:

4 tank battalions
1 motorized rifle battalion
ha++A1 ini

1

support units.
Light tank battalions included fifty-four tanks and six artillery tanks.
Heavy tank battalions had a lower strength because they maintained their
three-tank platoon configuration.

All tank brigades in the tank corps

adopted an organization similar to that of the separate light tank
brigades.

The renamed and reorganized tank corps had a strength of

12,710 men and 560 tanks and was organized as follows:
2
1
1
1

tank brigades (BT)
motorized rifle brigade
reconnaissance battalion
signal battalion. 6 2

Western intelligence kept track of the burgeoning Soviet motormechanization program.

In late 1937 attache reports noted an increased

number of twelve mechanized and tank brigades in the Belorussian
lilitary District alone.•

3

Soon after, a War Department General Staff

Intelligence Summary quoted from a "reliable* German source that there
were probably five mechanized corps now in the Red Army force structure,
three of which were identified (11th at Leningrad, 81st at Ninsk, and
45th at Kiev).

This source also reviewed the organization of the corps,

mechanized brigades and mechanized regiments of cavalry corps and
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divisions, separate mechanized brigades,
divisions."

and tank battalions of rifle

All organizations accorded well with reality.

Only in 1938,

however, did attache reports record a significant

increase in nechanized units and the renumbering of the mechanized
corps.

An October 1938 report from Riga identified the 7th Mechanized

Corps and its

subordinate units at Leningrad together with five separat-

tank and mechanized brigades elsewhere in
District.6s

It

the Leningrad Military

noted notor-mechanized force dispositions in

Leningrad and other military districts as follows:

I.nnga X11tay District
7th (l1th?)

Corps

Leningrad

l1th Mechanized Brigade
9th Kechanized Brigade
6th Tank Brigade
? Mechanized Brigade
2d (?) Tank Brigade

fP-Plnrman

Pushkin
Luga
Stremutka
Strelna
Leningrad

ilitary• Dist ri ct

1st Tank Brigade
3d Mechanized Brigade
4th Mechanized Brigade
5th Mechanized Brigade
21st Mechanlzed Brigade
16th (18th) Mechanized
Brigade
10th Motor-Mechanized
Brigade

45th Corps
8th Mechanized Brigade
? Tank Brigade
? Mechanized Brigade
? Mechanized Brigade
? Mechanized Brigade

Snolensk
Starya Dorogi
Bobruisk
Borisov
Minsk
Lepel
Unknown

Kiev
Kiev
Kiev
Proskurov
lovogrod
Shepotovka

Moco NA1ta

District
laarofominsk
Riazan

5th Corps
3d Tank Brigade

-
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the

IranL-balikal X!Lli±r
? Corps

Dlstrlct

Chita

In addition, the report listed five mechanized brigades, two tank
regiments, and four tank battalions scattered throughout other military
districts.

A companion report provided organization data on all type

motor-mechanized forces and pegged total Soviet motor-mechanized

atreagth Cat;
-4 corps comprising 11 brigades (3 corps of 3 brigades and 1 corps
of 2 brigades), for a total of 7 mechanized and 4 motorized brigades;
-27 separate brigades, either mechanized, motor-mechanized, or
tank.
Subsequent attache reports In 1938 and 1939 also confirmed that the
Soviets renamed mechanized corps as tank corps.

They did not, however,

substantiate Soviet claim

that no new tank corps were created after

193'.

the four corps existing in 1936 as the 7th in

Soviet sources list

Leningrad, the 5th in Mioscow, the 45th in Kiev, and one corps (the old
11th) in the Far East.

Other Soviet sources mention a 10th Tank Corps

in the Finnish Var of 1939-40 and participation of 15th Tank Corps
(Belorussian) and 25th Tank Corps (Ukraine) in the occupation of eastern
Poland in September 1939.r67
Attache reports confirm Soviet accounts of the post-1936 corps and
repeatedly provide details of a 1st Tank (Mech) Corps in Minsk,
Belorussia.

These reports also list the 4th Tank Corps in the

Transbaikal Jilitary District.

Later reports described existing corps

as follows:
1st Tank Corps
3d Tank Corps
4th Tank Corps
5th Tank Corps

Western ID (Minsk)
Kiev MD
Transbaikal MD
Moscow MD

-
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7th
8th
9th
10th

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps

Leningrad ND
1st Red Banner Army (Far East)
Transbaikal (Mongolia)
Leningrad ID (Viipuri)

15th Tank Corps
25th Tank Corps

Western ND (Munsk)
Kiev ID (Proskurov)

plus two additional tank corps in Western and Kiev IDs.A

The level of detail in these reports and their correlat-on with other
fragmentary Soviet sources argue that the Soviets did, in fact, create
new tank corps in 1938 and 1939 before they made major decisions in late
1939 which eventually adversely affected its entire motor-mechanization
program.

Thus, Western intelligence materials tf&t

the 1930s confLrned the

full scope of the Soviet motor-mechanization program during that decade.
Xoreover,

the reports, together with fragmentary Soviet citations,

indicated that the program was even larger than standard Soviet accounts
admlt.

That fact made Soviet decisions taken in late 1939 even more

momentous.

The vigorous theoretical and practical progress the Red Army nde
between 1929 and 1938 increased its combat capabilities and contributed
to a more offensive posture by the nation in general.

This was done

during a time of crises both in the Vest and in the East, where Fascist
and Japanese militarism threatened to tear apart the fabric of
capitalist society.

The renaissance in Soviet military thought and

force capabilities, if left to develop unimpeded, portended a more
active offensive stance on the part of the Soviet Union in world
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affairs, a stance already presaged by Soviet encouragement of

popular

fromts' to resist the O*rce of Fascisn and assist in the spread of
socialisw.

Ironically, however, Soviet military progress was hampered

by events occurring within- and outside the Soviet Union, events which
strangled the renaissance in military thought and reduced Soviet
military capabilities at a time when she most needed them.
applied, in particular,
Itor-mechanization
to the

program.
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This

Years at Crigi

ad& Ind±ecisal

Abr'..ply in 1937 Stalin lashed out at the only remaining segment of
Soviet society capable of challenging his power-the military.

In a fit

of paranoia, Stalin extended his purges and, without benefit of the show
trials and legal niceties characterizing his earlier purges, he
summarily arrested, shot, or incarcerated the bui
corps on the charge of high treason.6 9

of the Soviet officer

The purge of the military

liquidated the generation of officers who had given definition to Soviet
strategy, operational art, and tactics, who had formulated the concepts
of deep battle and deep operations, and who had orchestrated the
reconstruction of the Soviet armed forces.

Tukhachevsky, Yegorov,

Kamenev, Uborevich, Svechin, and a host of others, the crean of the crop
of innovative nilitary theorists, were purged and killed.
their Ideas and theories fell under a shadow.

Inevitably,

Those officers who

survived the purges were junior, generally orthodox, or reluctant for
obvious reasons to embrace vocally the ideas of their fallen

predecessors.
As the shadows of the Second World War spread over Europe, the price
the Soviet Union and its zilitary had paid for the purgres slowly became
apparent.

Although Soviet military analysts still

pondered the nature

of modern war, the analysis was thin, and the results of the analysis
were acted upou slowly.

Analysis of the experiences of Soviet tank

specialists in the Spanish Civil War cast doubt on the feasibility of
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using large tank units In combat because of the difficulty in

controlling them and because of their vulnerability to artillery fire.
Soviet occupation of eastern Poland in September 1939 highlighted the
command and control and logistical difficulties involved in employing
large motor-mechanized forces.

The 15th and 25th Tank Corps, which

participated in that operation, suffered greatly from mchanical
breakdown and logistical shortages. 7 0

G. 1. Zhukov's successful use of

tank forces against the Japanese on the Kbalkhbn-Gol [river] in August
1939 received attention--not for the successful use of tank forces--but
rather for the excessive amount of tima required to crush the stubborn

Japanese resistance.

Moreover, Zhukov employed multiple small tark

brigades and armored brigades rather than the larger corps.

71

All of

these instances led to a Jovenber 1939 Soviet decision to disband the
tank corps.
To a degree, Soviet confusion in the strategic realm reflected
confusion in the political realm.

The policy decisions to abandon

support-cf popular fronts and to sign nonaggression pacts with the most
threatening of capitalist powers, Germany and Japan, were paralleled by
the lack of Soviet study of the nature of the initial period of war,
specifically, the likelihood of enduring and repelling a surprise
attack.

After 1939 the Soviets would have bu4 two years to establish

defensive plans and a force structure to carry them out.
unpreparedness in June 1941,

Soviet

in the face of a clear and impending

threat, resulted from Soviet failure to respond adequately to strategic
dilems---a failure since 1956 attributed directly to Stalin.
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Soviet experiences in the Spanish Civil Var and the Soviet-Finnish

Var of 1939-1940 combined with the earlier experiences to produce some
changes in operational art and tactics.

Soviet forces performed

dismally in initial offensive operations during the Finnish war.
Offensive preparations were poor, coordination of forces weak, and
commmd and control ineffective.

Consequently, the first offensive

failure was a major embarrassment.

Only after mure extensive

mobilization and intensive preparations were Finnish defenses crushed.
This experience further discredited the tank forces, which had
played a limited and largely ineffective role in the war.

It also led

to adjustments in Soviet operational techniques, which were subsequently
incorporated into the 1941 Zield Rpgul•atln.

The wartime difficulties

the Soviets experienced in penetrating deep, well-equipped defenses
pronpted the Soviets to increase force concentrations and create higher
densities of supporting artillery.

Consequently,

the width of a

projected front. offensive decreased somewhat as did the planned depth of
operations.

The front penetration sector decreased, but the army

offensive sector and penetration sectors remained as they had been.
Truncation of the front offensive sector improved concentration of
forces and increased the projected depth of army operations to 100

"kilometers.7 2

However,

the advance was to be achieved by using

infantry, artillery, and infantry support tanks rather than large
conbined-aras mechanized units.

Tactics also changed in response to the experiences of the late
thirties.

Analysis of Spanish Civil Var and Soviet-Finnish Var
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offensive experiences indicated that holding (covering) groups tended to
become passive and, consequently, did not actively contribute to the
success of battle.
also limited.

The effectiveness of long-range action tanks was

Therefore, the 1941 Field
1

egU1A±o. organized rifle

corps, divisions, and regiments into combat echelons, artillery groups,

tank support groups, and reserves (general, tank, antitank).

The rifle

corps formed in single echelon while rifle divisions, regiments, and
battalions deployed in two or three echelons.

The three existing types

of artillery groups (PP, DD, and AR) were supplemented by antitank and
antiaircraft groups, and a single infantry support tank group (TPPtankovi P~nd~rzbk1.

pt)

was created in the rifle division to

replace the existing three tank groups.

The offensive frontage of a

rifle corps decreased to 8 to 12 kilometers and that of a rifle division
to 3.5 to 4.5 kilometers.

The depth of rifle corps and division

missions increased to 20 kilometers, a result of greater concentration
of combat force in

narrower attack sectors.7 3

These changes,

however,

did not eradicate persistent command and control problems.
In 1941 the Soviets abandoned the use of shock and holding groups on
the defense and instead constructed tactical defenses on the basis of
combat echelons, artillery groups, and reserves.

The growth in power of

potential enemy offensive forces caused the rifle division defensive
sector to decrease to 6 to 10 kilometers.

On the eve of the German

invasion, the tactical defense zone included a security belt, a combat
security position, a basic defense belt, and a second defense belt.

In

comparison with 1936, the depth of the tactical defense inczeased to 20
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kilometers,

and the main defense belt to 10 kilometers.

deep but still

fragmentary,

Defenses were

and the absence of continuous trenches

inhibited lateral maneuver and hidden movements and deprived defenders
fire and air strikes.7'

of defensive cover against enemy artillery

lotor-Mecganization Pro-

L

Phase 3

Soviet force development after 1937 progressed unevenly,

reflecting

on the one hand intent to strengthen the armed forces and, on the other
hand, Soviet ambivalence over the value of using large mechanized
for3Jations to solve operational missions.

This unevenness was

accentuated by the absence of qualified military theorists who could or
would speak out against what they perceived to be Stalin's views.
Younger officers like Zhukov,
did what they could in

Romanenko,

Eremenko,

Bagramian, and others

relative isolation to develop earlier operational

concepts.
Thile Soviet expansion of the army was still
corps and rifle

underway and rifle

divisions were being strengthened and rearmed,

the

Soviets severely truncated their motor-mechanized force structure.
Stimulated by the fact that Soviet tank forces had performed poorly
during the Spanish Civil Var,
-

in

July 1939 the Main lilitary Soviet

established a c. :mission to investigate the failures and problem.
commission, chaired by Assistant Comuissar of Defense, G.
consisted of influential officers, such as S.
Shaposhnikov,
others.

E.

A. Shchadenko,

S. K.

Keeting fron 8 to 22 August,
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X. Budennyi,

Timoshenko.
it

-

K. A.

I.
B.

The

Kulik,
-.

I.eretskov,

and

considered a wde variety of

views, the most important of which was that of the Chief of the ArmoredTank Administration,
Pavlov declared it

Koukor D. G. Pavlov, who had served in Spain.7'
was inexpedient to maintain large tank corps,

stating that the use of these corps for araids
not successful,

in

the enemy rear was

since the possibility of such a penetration of the enemy

front, after which the too unwieldy tank corps would be used to develop
success, was out of the question.
important and

Pavlov asserted it

was even more

necessary for coubined-a--s, like infantry, artillery,

and aviation to cooperate closely with the armor.

7

To include all

1

these elements in a single tank corps would make the corps impossible to
command and control.
Despite Pavlov's arguments,

the commission's majority reconnended

retention of the corps, but with some significant changes in
organization.

its

These changes were:

1.
The tank corps is to remain, having excluded from its
composition the rifle-machine gun brigade.
Exclude
the rifle-machine gun battalion from the structure
of the tank brigade.
2.
On the offensive, the tank corps must work for the
infantry while developing the penetration.
In these
conditions t.-nk brigades operate in close coordination
with infantry and artillery.
The tank corps can
sometimes operate independently, when the enemy is
in disorder and not able to defend.77
The commission further recomuended that the corps'
types:
and,

first,

brigades be of two

a BT-equipped brigade to conduct independent actions;

second, T-26 and T-28 brigades to reinforce rifle

divisions.

In late Novenber the Main Kilitary Soviet approved the conmission's
reco-mendations.

The poor performance of the 15th and 25th Tank Corps
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during operations In eastern Poland affirmed the wisdom of the decision
of the lain lilitary Soviet.
creation of a force, which, it
the former tank corps.

At the same time, however, it

mandated

felt, could accomplish the missions of

On 21 1ovember it

ordered the

formation of

fifteen new motorized divisions, eight of which would form in 1940 and
the remaining seven during the first six months of 1941.18
Simultaneously, the Soviets created motorized rifle divisions with a

lighter armored compoent.79
The new motorized division would consist of two motorized rifle, one
tank, and one artillery regiment; reconnaissance, signal,

light

engineer, antiaircraft, and antitank battalions; and support units; with
a strength of 11,650 men, 275 tanks (258 BT,

and 49 armored cars.AO

17 T-37 and T-40),

98 guns,

The decision included plans to replace the older

BT-7 tanks with new, modern T-34 tanks as soon as the new tanks were
available.
The new divisions, which were considered more practical than the
former tank corps, were to form the mobile group of armies to exploit
tactical success or become part of a front±s cavalry-mechanized group.
Xeanwhile,

existing tank brigades of the older tank corps would provide

armor support to rifle corps.
*

The Red Army would dispose of thirty-two

tank brigades and ten tank regiments, which In wartime would convert to
brigades.

These brigades were of two types:

a light brigade with 258

BT-7 and T-26 tanks and a heavy brigade with 156 T-28 and T-35 tanks.
In December 1939 the People's Coxmissariat of Defense ordered the tank
corps to disband by 15 January 1940.
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By -ay 1940 the corps had been

-

disbanded, and four motorized divisions organized (1st,

15th, 81s',

and

109th). 81
The French Army*'s debacle in Kay-June 1940, which repeated the
lesson in mobile warfare the Germans had taught the world iu Poland i.i
September 1939, stunned the Soviet leadership, who subsequently bitterly
noted that, "Fascist Germany used the methods of deep operations which
we developed earlier.

The Germans bcrrowed the achievements of Soviet

military-theoretical thought and with great success used then in the war
with Poland and the Vest.

U2

The Soviets responded to the defeat of

France with a hasty program to rebuild a large xctanized force
structure.

They began forzing large mechanized corps, each consisting

of two tank divisions, one motorized divisioz,

a motorcycle regiment,

separate signal and motorized engineer battalions, and an aviation
squadron, with a wartime combat strength of 37,200 men and 1,108 tanks.
The new tank divisions consisted of two tank, one motorized rule,

and

one artillery regiment and a variety of support and service subunits,
with a strength of 11,343 men, 413 tanks (105 KV, 210 T-34, 26 BT-7, 1'8
T-26, and 54 flamethrower),
(greater than 50=m).

9' armored cars, and 58 Suns and mortars

The notorized division accorded with the

organization of 5 December 1939.0*
The Council of People's Commissars approved the new corps
organization on 6 July 1940 and ordered creation of eight new corps and
two separate tank divisions.

From July to December 1940, the new force

formed on the base of existing rifle and cavalry corps headquarters in
the following regions:
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Leningrad Military District
Western Special Xilitary District

1st Mechanized Corps
3d Mechanized Corps
6th Mechanzed Corps
Kiev Special Military District
4th Mechanized Corps
8th Mechanized Corps
Odessa Military District
2d Mechanized Corps
Tramsbaikal Jilitary District
5th Mechanized Corps
Moscow Military District
7th Mechanized Corps
Transcaucasus Military District
6th Separate Tank Divisionj
Central Asian Military District
9th Separate Tank Division
An additional corps (the 9th) formed in the Kiev Military District by
year's end.8e4
As they analyzed German operations in Vestern Europe and pondered their
own exercise data, the Soviets made further minor changes in mechanized

corps organization during 1941.

The most important of these reduced the

quantity of heavy tanks in the tank regiment of tank divisions from 52
to 31 tanks, thus reducing division strength to 375 tanks and corps
strength to 1,031 tanks."
More importantly, in early 1941 the Soviets decided to increase its

total number of corps twofold.

In February the People's Commissariat of

Defense ordered the formation of toenty-one additional corps throughout
the remainder of the year for a total force of thirty mechanized corps.
By 22 June 1941 twenty-nine mechanized corps, sixty-one tank divisions,
and thirty-one motorized divisions were in various stages of
formation.-

These forces, however, were beset by a host of

difficulties incident to their hasty creation and the weak Soviet
technological base.

As one Soviet analyst nozed:

"The new organization of the mechanized corps in 1940
was accepted without experimental tests. The communication
means which were provided the corps were the same that were
provided the 1939 corps, specifically 71 TI radio stations
and 5 AK nobile vehicle stations. It is well known that
the corps commander could not cope with command and control

of the earlier 560-tank corps with the help of these radios.
- 47 -

The new corps comnder was in an even more difficult
situition, in which the quantity of tanks alast

doubled. 8 7

In addition, the new corps were receiving new KV and T-34 tanks in
driblets and lacked logistical support infrastructure to serve the new
tanks.

19eanwhile, by Soviet admission the older tanks and equipment

fell into disrepair (often permitted by comanders who expected the new
equipment to solve their problems for them).

This lamentable state was

exacerbated by the poor tr?. !zing level of division, brigade, and
battalion couanders, who had risen suddenly to comnd positions due to
the effects of the still

ongoing purges.

In June and July 1941 the

combat performance of these corps would bear witness to the flawed
nature of the creation of the last prewar wave of Soviet motor-

mechanization.
Throughout this period, Western intelligence continued to monitor
the Soviet mechanization program in general and the performance of
Soviet tank and motorized units in combat, particularly in Poland and

Finland in 1939 and 1940.

Western attaches documented the expanding

number of tank corps in 1939 well beyond the number to which Soviet
sources admit.

Accounts of Soviet operations in Poland identify three

uecaanized corps, the lst and 5th Kechanized Corps from Belorussia and
the 45th Nechanized Corps- from the Kiev Nilitary District.
from the Russo-Finnish War idenLi~y
operated as unsuccessfully as its

U"=.

i•wt, 1

c,..tz.d

Reports

Cr=, ps ,

counterparts in Poland.

.i.c.

Subsequent

assessments mde on the basis of informtion obtained before Soviet
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implementation of the new mechanization program in July 1940 record more
These include the following:

corps than the Soviets admit existed.

11 August 1939-U.S. Army Attache Moscow
Moscow MD
Belorussian MD

Jarofoninsk
Minsk

5th Mechanized Corps
1st Mechanized Corps

Leningrad ID

llth Mechanized Corps

Leningrad

Kiev MD
Transbaikal ND

45th Mechanized Corps
4th Mechanized Corps

Kiev
Oloviannaia
(Chita)8 9

6 August 1940-British War Office

Leningrad MD
Belorussian ND

Leningrad

7th Tank Corps

Vilpuri
iLnsk
Minsk

10th Tank Corps
1st Tank Corps
15th Tank Corps

? Tank Corps
Kiev ND
Moscow I3D
Transbaikal ID

3d
25th
?
5th
4th

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

Kiev
Proskurov

Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps

9th Tank Corps

Narofominsk
Oloviannala
(Chita)
Bain Tuman

8th Tank Corps

Grodekovo 9 °

(Mongolia)
First Red Banner Army
(Far East)

In addition to confirming the 5th (Moscow),
(Western),

7th (Leningrad),

15th

25th (Kiev) and one other tank corps in the Far East,

fragmentary Soviet accounts also mention the 10th Tank Corps in
operation against Finland during the Winter War.A9
provided by intelligence sources, it
if

Given the details

is reasonable to assume that many,

not all, of these tank corps existed by late 1939.

It

is fairly

certain, however, that the corps disbanded in accordance with Soviet
orders, by January 1940.

-
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German intelligence reports prepared throughout 1940 and early 1941

noted the existance of several types of tank brigades but no corps-size
mechanized or tank organizations.

By late spring 1941, German

intelligence began identifying new mechanized corps in the border
military districts.

By June the Germans had identified portions of the

3d Mechanized Corps near Kaunas, the 6th Mechanized Corps around
Bialystok, and elements of a mechanized corps near L'vov. 3 2

German

intelligence confirmed the existance of the other seven mechanized corps
in the immediate border regions only after hostilities commenced on 22
June 1941.

The-Soviet notor-mechanization program during the three years prior
to the German invasion experienced in rapid sequence hope, frustration,
and tragedy.

After 1936 the program was spurred on by sound theoretical

work combined with the impressive achievements of Soviet military
industry.

Newer, larger formations emerged, which were field-tested in

exercises and in combat abroad.

Although such complex organization

posed significant challenges, an imaginative group of military theorists
and practitioners seemed able to give life to the program.
promising progress, however, abruptly

The

nded in 1937 and 1938, only to be

replaced by doubt and uncertainty.
The loss in the purges of the generation of military officers who
provided spiritual and practical guidance to the motor-mechanization
program stripped much of the vigor and focus from the program.

This

occurred just as military experience in Spain and China invited
thorough, thoughtful analysis.

Political terror from on high prompted
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the replacement of analysis by whim.

Poor perf-rznce of Soviet

mechanized and tank forces in Poland and Finland r.-,..forc.d whim and
spelled doom for the program.

For a brief period from November 1939 to

July 1940, hitherto advanced Soviet concepts of modern maneuver war
regressed.
Vhen new examples of what mechanized forces could accomplish
appeared in western Europe in Nay and June 1940, the Soviet reaction was
swift, massive, but too late.

The Soviets tried to shift gears

overnight to create and simultaneously rearm ai entirely new and massive
mechanized force.

The absence of a "brain" in the form of competent

theorists required to manage such a program became evident.
Soviets stumbled back into motor-nechanization.
context for the program, save necessity.

In 1941 the

There was, however,

Leadership, logistics, and a

conceptual framework for operations by such a force were absent.
result was the ensuing tragedy of June and July 1941.
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The

The Soviet motor-mechanization program developed through three
distinct phases, each characterized by a unique intellectual context,
concrete theoretical direction, and specific force structuring measures.
These phases were:
Phase I-To 1930

Phase 2-1930 to 1938
Phase 3-1938-1941

Ihile

the first two phases formed a continuum in term of positive

Soviet intent and accomplishments, the last period exhibited indecision
and marked lack of focus.
in the late 1920s, the Soviets formulated a conceptual framework for
the motorization and mechanization of its ;irces.

Having pondered the

requirements for future war, the Soviets articulated the concept of deep
battle as a means for converting success in individual engagements
(battles) into success in operations.

Deep battle required creation of

an armored and mechanized force which could satisfy that requirement.
The Soviets planned for an economic leap forward, which would provide an
industrial base capable of producing equipment necessary to create tank
and mechanized forces.

In the meantime, the Red Army fielded

experimental tank forces as a test bed for even larger forces in the
future.

In essence, the theoretical work of the 1G20s, together with

force experimentation, represented a promise to achieve deep battle, a
promise that could only be realized when a more mature industrial base
existed.

By 1930 that base was emerging.
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The years 1930 to 1937 form one of the most productive periods for
Soviet military art and science.
the ar=red forces born in
virtual renaissance in

Theoretical concepts for the use of

the 1920s matured in

military thought.

the 1930s in

what was a

The theory of deep battle

reached fruition and evolved into an even grander concept for deep
operations.

The expanding Soviet industrial base produced the raw

material necessary to create a nodern notor-mechanized force,
could, with further refinement,
into practice.

which

translate the theory of deep operations

Soviet theoreticans articulated theory and tested forces

and weapons conceptually and through an extensive field exercise
program.

:e were, of course,

serious deficiencies,

which only

further th-dght, training, and technological progress could overcome.
In time,

it

however,

was not available, since in

seemed that even these problems could be surmounted.

Tine,

1937 Stalin crushed and eradicated

the brightest minds and most talented field commanders within the Red
Army officer corps.

Deprived of its

period of indecision, turmoil,
all of the progress made in

structure.

A

and peril ensued, which undid virtually

the previous two years.

The purges of 1937 ushered in
military thought,

brain, the Red Army atrophied.

a new period of regression in Soviet

which were reflected as well in the Red Army's force

While the purges unfolded,

continue positive development of its

the Red Army was unable to

advanced military concepts.

The

spirit of reform died with its

creators, the theory of deep operations

fell into temporary disrepute,

and the disciDles of the purged theorists

were unable to revive it.

Compounding this tragedy, the skilled minds
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necessary to analyze objectively the mixed experiences of the Spanish
Civil Var were notably absent.

Imagination fell victim tc mental

stagnation as the 3ediocre inherited the matle of the brilliant.
Deadening of theory was the first legacy of the purges.
xechamization program faltered soon after.

The notor-

The decision to abolish the

tauk corps was the first retreat from creativity.

The embarrassins

performance of the Red Army in Poland and Finland was the second.In nid-1940 necessity in the form of the specter of future defeat
raised the Red Army from its lethergy.

The spectacle of victorious

Germn bitzkrieg in the Vest starkly set against the backdrop of the

miserable Soviet perforzance in the Finnish Var forced the Soviet High
Com.nd to act.

It

did so in late 1940 like a fighter only partially

awakened from a stupor.

Overnight the Soviets attesmted to undo the

wholesale dazage done in the previous two years.

In so doing, it

committed the twin cardinal sins of attezpting simultaneously to
restructure and reequip its entire mobile force structure.

In a period

of tranquility, such a task would have been Herculean; in a period of
peril it almost proved fatal.

As a consequence,

it

would take two mre

years of catastrophic losses before a new generation of talented Soviet
military leaders would be able to realize the drea3L
talented but frustrated forebears of the 1930s.
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